
PERSUASIVE WRITING ACTIVITY MIDDLE SCHOOL

Through a classroom game and resource handouts, students learn about the techniques oral arguments and apply them
to independent persuasive writing activities. Home/School Connection: Distribute Persuasion Is All Around You.

See the lesson plan. Each group will be given an argument and their job is to discuss and generate ideas for
persuasion. Together, listen and look for words, phrases and techniques that helped the writer persuade the
listener. Type up the following arguments to assign to each group: Your friend Dora has lost interest in school
and her grades are suffering. Peer review is also good for the overall writing process to help students recognize
grammar, style, structure and spelling errors. Is it extra recess? Review the activity with the students: Each
group will have a recorder and a speaker. Convince the Teacher Teachers start this exercise by picking a topic
and asking each of the students to come up with some sort of argument trying to convince the teacher to
change her point of view or behavior. Ask them to write this information on each card clearly: their name, one
of their words, its definition, and their own sample sentence using the word. Some Illinois schools are
considering following in California's footsteps. They will also understand how opinion writers use and
manipulate statistics. It can also include the beginning stages of writing specific steps as to how the writer
plans to win an argument by listing things with bullets. Century High School is considering eliminating study
hall from the school schedule. Allow 20 minutes to work. Have them staple their cards to the Word Wall.
They still have time off in the summer, but they don't have the traditional 3-month break. The PDF begins
with the brainstorming, moves through drafting, editing, and publishing of the final letter. Have students recall
some words or phrases that the speakers used. Walk around the room, monitoring the students, and check to
see which words have not been chosen. This video is published with permission from the Balanced Literacy
Diet. Point out that some of the speakers from the argument activity used particular words that persuaded us to
think a certain way. Why or why not? Instead of using all 5 scenarios on Day 1, choose two or three and have
one group support the argument while another group supports the opposite viewpoint. Provide a selection of
magazines or newspapers with advertisements for students who may not have materials at home. High school
athletes must maintain a passing grade in each class to be eligible to participate in sports.


